I think, 3 years ago, I wouldn't have been happy with this
Someone doodling on my bloody Moleskine notebook. Nightmare. The window into my
thoughts, the all important cover, kept clean and pure. Look it's fantastic. I'm still a bit
protective of the laptop, but desks, tables, decks, arms... good. To illustrate the sponge Matai is,
my system is to highlight the 'to do' with the pink highlighter, and any kind of light bulb
moments in yellow (self deprecating voice saying "is that why your yellow highlighter's so fresh"
- thanks for your help whoever 'that' is). There's a whole bunch of them sitting in my 'board
room'... 'upstairs'...you know what I mean? That guy can be quite convincing, "what do you
know about fatherhood that's interesting enough to write about"... "oh yeah so he's 3, whipdy
do"... that kind of chat. But I've learnt thanks to a fantastic book called 'The Artist's Way' to
combat Mr Cyn Ickle with an affirmation like, "my experience of fatherhood is unlike any other,
and someone, just one, might find it interesting and comforting to read about. Probably not the
sweeping how hard it is, or even how time is such a curious mix of excruciatingly slow and gone
in a flash, but maybe that someone else out there is learning how to transition from an
immersive, incredible, inspiring, important, aligned with life's mission weekend away in the
Coromandel, to then crash back home to sort the recycling, scraps, poos, buggy walks, midnight
crys for more bananas. Ahh the sedentary life, RUN. I don't think I'll publish this, it will seem as
though I'm complaining, like I'm not grateful with my lot. I'll hear the collective scoff from
parents of 2, 3, 4, 5 sprogs from here. Porridge on my cashmere. I wonder if the bigger you get
the more shocking it is, it seems like a lot of the big guns have these incredible old school wives
who keep the house kept and the dinners coming, but I bet there's a lot of big guns who've learnt
how to come screaching back down to earth a bit quicker and less awkwardly from the heights of
what honestly felt like king of the road / rocket man out there. It's nice to feel that family life
and touring life, whatever that is/was is slowly integrating, and these days my little jaunts have
less of an escape relief tied into them. There's probably some very interesting stuff to write
about, fumbling about through the chaos...so I'll just keep writing and let someone else decide if
it's interesting or not. Happy birthday Matai.
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